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Symptom Benefit Study- Progress

• Taken much longer to analyse than expected

• Analyses of MOST Symptoms completed 

• Validation analyses largely completed
Analyses so far have focused on two measures of symptoms:

1. MOST Ovarian Symptom Index (MOST-OSI), all 15 Symptoms

2. MOST Disease-defining symptoms of Ovarian Cancer (MOST-ODDSI), 

subset of 7 symptoms

Note: the acronyms, OSI and ODDSI, are working titles only at this stage, used 

in the following summary of results.



MOST Symptoms MOST-OSI MOST-ODDSI

abdominal pain, discomfort and/or cramps ✔ ✔

abdominal swelling, bloating and/or fullness ✔ ✔

poor appetite (or feeling full quickly) ✔ ✔

pain (all and anywhere) ✔ ✔

trouble eating ✔ ✔

shortness of breath ✔ ✔

nausea ✔ ✔

vomiting ✔

indigestion ✔

diarrhoea ✔

constipation ✔

bladder problems ✔

leg swelling  ✔

fatigue (tiredness) ✔

trouble sleeping ✔



Methods 
To date, we have addressed the following ; 

1. internal consistency

2. convergent validity

3. sensitivity to differences between clinically distinct groups

4. relative efficiency in relation to 3.

5. responsiveness to clinically important change over time 

6. relative efficiency, in relation to 5.

7. minimally important differences (MID) 

of two scales derived from the MOST symptom items:

A)MOST Ovarian Symptom Index (MOST-OSI), all 15 

symptoms.

B)MOST Disease-defining symptoms of Ovarian Cancer 

(MOST-ODDSI), a subset of 7 symptoms



For A) convergent validity and relative efficiency were assessed

relative to the scales from the EORTC QLQ-Ov28 and FACT-O

that assess symptoms of ovarian cancer, specifically: EORTC

Ovarian Cancer abdominal symptoms scale (QLQ-OV28-Abdo);

Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy - Ovarian Additional

Concerns Scale (FACT-O OCS) and Trial Outcome Index (FACT-

O TOI); FACT-Ovarian Symptom Index (FOSI).

For B) convergent validity and relative efficiency were assessed

relative to the above scales and the MOST-OSI.



Favours alternative measure                          Favours MOST-OSI 

Relative Efficiency: Performance status (2+ vs. 0-1)

0.5 1 2 5 10

FOSI - 15 item 2.07 (1.28, 3.54)

TOI (FACT) 1.12 (0.71, 1.75)

FOSI - 8 item 2.02 (1.22, 3.32)

OCS (FACT) 1.34 (0.74, 2.25)

OV1 (QLQ-OV28) 2.37 (1.39, 5.07)

Sensitivity to ECOG PS groups
MOST OSI as comparator



Favours alternative measure           Favours MOST-ODDSI 

Relative Efficiency: Performance status (2+ vs. 0-1)

0.5 1 2 3 5 10

FOSI - 15 item 2.30 (1.40, 4.22)

TOI (FACT) 1.27 (0.74, 2.07)

FOSI - 8 item 2.18 (1.23, 3.67)

OV1 (QLQ-OV28) 2.89 (1.55, 6.55)

MOST OSI 1.08 (0.87, 1.29)

Sensitivity to ECOG PS groups
MOST ODDSI as comparator



Favours alternative measure            Favours MOST-ODDSI 

Relative efficiency: Cancer related symptoms (Yes/No) 

0.5 1 2 3 5

FOSI - 15 item 1.95 (1.46, 2.86)

TOI (FACT) 2.24 (1.64, 3.34)

FOSI - 8 item 1.11 (0.88, 1.46)

OV1 (QLQ-OV28) 1.34 (0.99, 1.75)

MOST OSI 1.14 (1.02, 1.27)

Sensitivity to clinician-rated cancer symptoms
MOST ODDSI as comparator



Favours alternative measure                       Favours MOST-OSI 

Relative Efficiency: Ascites (Yes vs. No)

0.5 1 2 5

FOSI - 15 item 1.78 (1.22, 2.60)

TOI (FACT) 1.79 (1.21, 2.76)

FOSI - 8 item 1.16 (0.84, 1.62)

OCS (FACT) 1.52 (1.01, 2.35)

OV1 (QLQ-OV28) 0.84 (0.60, 1.19)

Sensitivity to clinician-rated ascites
MOST OSI as comparator



Relative Efficiency: Ascites (Yes vs. No)

0.5 1 2 3 5

FOSI - 15 item 2.35 (1.61, 3.49)

TOI (FACT) 2.37 (1.60, 3.57)

FOSI - 8 item 1.50 (1.09, 2.05)

OV1 (QLQ-OV28) 1.08 (0.80, 1.55)

MOST OSI 1.29 (1.14, 1.45)

Favours alternative measure             Favours MOST-ODDSI 

Sensitivity to clinician-rated ascites
MOST ODDSI as comparator



Favours alternative measure               Favours MOST-ODDSI 

Relative efficiency: Measure change from baseline to pre-cycle 3 for patients 
who responded Much Better to Q18 on MOST CHANGE form 

0.2 0.3 0.5 1 2 3 5 10

FOSI - 15 item 1.01 (0.57, 1.86)

TOI (FACT) 1.87 (0.93, 5.24)

FOSI - 8 item 0.78 (0.46, 1.22)

OV1 (QLQ-OV28) 0.63 (0.23, 1.09)

MOST OSI 1.22 (0.96, 1.58)

Responsiveness to clinically important change
MOST ODDSI as comparator



Conclusions
 MOST-OSI / ODDSI were more sensitive than 

majority of candidate scales, but this differed by 

clinical grouping. 

 MOST- less responsive than some scales- depends 

on context

 Appears to be fit for purpose 

 “Living instrument” that can be modified

 MOST designed to complement HRQOL 

instruments 

 The detailed analyses will help inform choice of 

PROM’s in clinical trials depending on the context 

and specific questions being addressed 



Tentative titles of papers in preparation
(analyses complete):

• Validation of a patient reported outcome measure of ovarian cancer 
symptoms and treatment related concerns (MOST) with 
chemotherapy in recurrent ovarian cancer: Part 1 Clinical validity of 
symptom measures

• Validation of a patient reported outcome measure of ovarian cancer 
symptoms and treatment related concerns (MOST) with 
chemotherapy in recurrent ovarian cancer: Part 2 Responsiveness to 
change and minimally important difference for of symptom 
measures



Tentative titles of other papers planned 
(analyses pending):

• Validation of a patient reported outcome measure of ovarian 
cancer symptoms and treatment related concerns (MOST) 
with chemotherapy in recurrent ovarian cancer: Measures of 
treatment related concerns

• We have not yet decided whether all results for measures of 
treatment related concerns are best presented together in a 
third paper, or presented in two cohesive groups, as for the 
symptom measures above i.e Part 3 Clinical validity and Part 
4 Responsiveness to change and minimally important 
difference.( To be decided)



In addition to scientific papers reporting the detailed methods and 

results of validation analyses, we will  also prepare a User Guide. 

This will include:

 instructions for scoring multi-item scales (such as symptom 

indexes) 

 approaches to defining and analyzing endpoints based on data 

from the MOST

 approaches to presenting and reporting results from the MOST

 how to interpret results from the MOST, including the minimally 

important difference (MID).

MOST User guide 



Looking forward

When will MOST validation publications be ready for GICG 
review? 
 Part 1 – July 2016

 Part 2 – Sept 2016

 User Guide – Dec 2016

When will MOST be ready for use in trials? 
 March 2017 – when User Guide agreed



• These three papers will provide validation of 
the MOST in the clinical context of measuring 
symptom benefit with chemotherapy in 
recurrent ovarian cancer.

• Further validation studies are planned for 
other contexts, including post chemotherapy  
follow up- MOST-OPAL



MOST-OPAL

Primary objectives: To

1.investigate the utility of the MOST (OSI /ODDSI)  to detect early 
symptoms of recurrence during follow up and

2. document the frequency, grade and trajectory over time of  
adverse-effects of treatment reported by women  after 
completion of first line chemotherapy.



Months post-diagnosis
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871 patients recruited to date – recruitment closed November 2015

MOST administered every 3 months after completion of chemotherapy  for 2 years



OvQuest

•Internet-based cross-sectional self-report questionnaire

•Eligibility: >18, ovarian cancer diagnosed at least 6 months ago, received chemo

•Content:
•Self-reported demographics, cancer, treatment and follow-up care
•HRQOL - FACT-O 
•Symptoms - FACT-GOG-NTX,  SPHERE, ISI, 
•Physical activity - IPAQ-SF
•Supportive care needs - SCNS-SF34
•Free text comments





Progress

Closed in Australia, USA, UK, 
Canada
Germany closing mid-2016

Recruitment:
1114 completed surveys
534 partial

• Australian data presented ANZGOG and IGCS 2014

• International data - oral presentation ESGO 2015 
Obesity, physical inactivity and symptoms after ovarian cancer 

treatment



Future plans

Final analyses following closure in Germany

Adaptation for endometrial cancer – EmQuest

Understudied population
International collaboration from outset
Survey reviewed by consumers, translated into French
Challenges with analogous consumer groups for distribution


